
Services For Your IT Needs

Every company has problems.  
Ours has solutions.



At NuWave, we strive to design and deploy applications that exceed 
customers’ expectations, avoid unnecessary technical complexity, and 
result in efficient, extensible, and maintainable solutions. We deliver real 
end-to-end business critical applications, helping organizations to improve 
the way their business functions. We pride ourselves on the high caliber of 
our consultants’ technical abilities and management experience, and on 
their diverse industry and cultural backgrounds. They are all multi-platform 
application specialists and architects of widely used, proven technologies.

Business Process Management (BPM)
In almost all companies, the success of their operations depends on the performance of their 
business processes. Having bottlenecks in these processes can decrease the competitive-
ness of a corporation by slowing the time to market. NuWave’s expert team will optimize the 
processes that need the most improvement, such as converting a paper-based system to an 
electronic system, vastly increasing the flow of business. 

Systems Integration
Integrating disparate systems can be a daunting prospect. At NuWave, we understand that 
when linking your systems and applications, any new solution must complement these 
systems and business processes to provide you with the most benefits. So not only will you 
get a great software solution to meet your integration needs, but the flow of business will not 
be disrupted during the process.

Other Custom Development Services
With business demands constantly changing, applications often need to be developed 
or modified in order to keep up. You may need to increase productivity or functionality, 
and more often than not, you are also hoping to reduce costs. NuWave’s expert team can 
develop your solution in a timely fashion so that you can reach your goals. We begin with 
a thorough understanding of our client’s requirements, then develop a proof-of-concept 
prototype to demonstrate and validate our design philosophy and the basic functionality. 
Our clients’ needs are so important to us that we actually guarantee that the prototype 
will meet their requirements.

“NuWave provides excellent customer service, 
great attention to detail, accessibility, and a 
professional approach.”

    –Manager at U.S. 
      Government Agency



CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT
One of our customers had initiated an upgrade of two of their custom, mission critical software 
applications through the integration of common off-the-shelf (COTS) software. The organization 
worked with another services provider on this project for three years and spent about $60 
million with no tangible results. NuWave started this project with a fresh perspective and 
completed the database conversion and proof of concept in only one year, for a small fraction 
of what they had spent previously. Since our founding in 1999, this client was one of our first, 
and they have been relying on our advice and expertise ever since.

“I would hire NuWave again if the 
opportunity arose. It was a great 
experience overall.”

–Mary Ellen Putnam  
   Vice President
   Bankserv International
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